BANGKOK SUMMER COURSE Scholarship of "International Experience" in Bangkok, Thailand on 31 July -11 August 2018 for ONLY Bachelor Degree"s Students ANY YEAR in ASEAN Countries (EXCEPT Thailand)

**Invitation to Organisations**

Urgently! We would like to invite your organisation for SUMMER COURSE Scholarship of "International Experience" in Bangkok, Thailand on 31 July -11 August 2018 for ONLY Bachelor Degree"s Students ANY YEAR in ASEAN Countries (EXCEPT THAILAND).

***Please kindly Recommend and Send List of STUDENT who STILL BE STUDY in Bachelor Degree from the UNIVERSITIES as ANY YEAR and ANY MAJOR or FACULTY in ASEAN Countries (EXCEPT THAILAND).***

**BANGKOK Summer Course Scholarship:**

**31 July - 11 August (***Available: 20 Seats)**

**Scholarship Covers:**

1. Flight Ticket
2. 2 Weeks Accommodation
3. Courses & Workshop in International Experience and Cultural Trips.

**BANGKOK SUMMER COURSE Scholarship**

**Event Date:** 31 July – 11 August 2018

**Location:** Bangkok, Thailand (SILPAKORN UNIVERSITY)

**Topic:** “INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE"
Recommend Person:______________

STUDENT Information:
First Name:____________________
Middle Name:___________________
Last Name:_____________________
Address:_____________________
Tel:___________________________
Mobile:_______________________
E-mail:_______________________
Occupation:___________________
Line:_________________________
Skype:_______________________
WeChat:_______________________
WhatsApp:_____________________
Facebook:_____________________

*1st Step: Please Kindly *FILL information above and to: aecinter@hotmail.com cc: aectourism@gmail.com

2nd Step: SEND Copy of Passport, PHOTO . JPEG or . GIF and Application Form

**Remark: Successful Candidate, we will SEND the Invitation Letter to confirm by email asap.

***Available Limited 20 Seats as First Come First Served.

To be Eligible for Selection, Candidate must:

1. be an STUDENT*ONLY who SITLL BE STUDY in Bachelor Degree from a university in ASEAN Countries.
2. ANY YEAR, ANY MAJOR or ANY FACULTY of ASEAN member countries (excluding Thailand).
3. be actively involved in the fields of INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
4. age between 22 – 35 years
5. be able to advance expenses for their visa.
6. obtain approval from THE UNIVERSITY who must agree to the absence of the candidate
7. have communicative English proficiency
8. be able to join the programme throughout the whole period
9. submit a portfolio and outline brief plan for INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE of his/her own country (*Optional)

Thank you for your kindness and cooperation

Best Regards,
Chayanee

______________________________
Aj. Chayanee S.
Position: Lecturer & Consultant
Tel: 668 1636 3696
E-mail: aectourism@gmail.com, aecinter@hotmail.com
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International Experience Course
- Including Cultural Trips:
  - National Museum
  - Temples
  - Palaces
  - Ayutthaya etc.
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